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Changing the World
I will change the world by giving light to the earth. Here on our planet, wherever we go,
whatever we face, the darkness of space sometimes overwhelms us. In the brightness of other
human individuals is any quality that others may or may not value. It is valued most by the
person that has changed a speck of reality in their own unique way. One light of a candle can
brighten the hearts of countless more. My light can become the light of one person; the light it
can initiate in my community could light up the world. I don’t know if I am doing it in the present,
but I have been able to and I will try today, tomorrow, and for as long as I know this. To be the
light of the world, all anyone has to do is to strive to do their best, and that changes the world.
I will change the world with as much wisdom as I have. Experience is the key to gaining
wisdom, and anyone who knows enough will wish they had experience. Learning from mistakes,
picking yourself up after a fall, and lifting others up to greatness are expressions of experience,
even if no one sees them. My inspiration comes from my community and the ocean of wisdom
that they have. I don’t know if I could ever live up to the unseen legacy that lives around me, yet
I think knowing that brings me at least a step closer. If everyone, including me, would know to
do the right thing, the brave thing, and the kind thing, that would change the world.
I will change the world as a friend. While we are enduring the hardships we all know
about, a friend is the single most powerful motivation and support. When two people are there
for each other, it creates the bond of community that enables light, that shares wisdom. I may
not have been a friend before or have had many friends before, but I am always trying to be a
good friend to the amazing ones I am fortunate to be alongside in my journey, and I hope that
my effort changes the world.
I don’t know whether I can say I have achieved any goals, but I can say with truth and
certainty that I have changed the world. Everything, every action, changes the world. From
dawn to dusk, from one day to the next day, and from one year to another, the world changes all
because of what everyone chooses to do. At every turn there is a choice to be made about this
impact that we make. I chose to do what I believe is right, and I hope to always make a decision
of doing what I can in a positive way with a positive effect. If everyone made that decision, it
would truly change the world.

